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Part I. Attachment theory, parenting and mental 

resilience. 

Inspirational story 

A story told by one of mums during 

interviews with parents conducted by the 

Understanding Foundation, Poland:  

“ I tried to be the best mother in the 

world, I was doing my best and used to 

give 200 percent of myself to my child and 

family. I was constantly letting myself and 

others down. I couldn't cope with it. I felt 

like I was a failure and it seemed to me 

that I was not giving my child what he 

needed. 

The attachment parenting approach was 

very close to my life values. I read a lot 

about it and tried to give the child a sense 

of acceptance, warmth, closeness and 

unconditional love. As I was struggling 

with depression myself for many years, I 

wanted to protect my child from possible 

mental disorders in the future. I myself got 

only conditional love in my family thus I 

tried to give my child unconditional love in 

turn. 

However, it turned out that my desire was 

not enough. It is impossible in the long run 

to share something that you don’t have 

inside you. My child's behaviour often 

made me angry, I could not understand it 

but I was still trying to show my 

acceptance and support for the child. 

However, it was getting more and more 

difficult. I felt growing anger, tension and 

my depression symptoms returned. 

In some way, then I discovered that the 

basis of good parenting is unconditional 

love for yourself. But I had to learn it. I 

attended many courses, listened to pieces 

of advice and discussions. It took me a 

long time. Finally, now looking in the 

mirror I can smile to myself like Luice Hay 

advises, "I love and approve of myself the 

way I am." I can accept my weaker 

moments, admit to myself and others that 

I can't cope with everything. I pay 

attention to my needs, appreciate my own 

even the smallest successes and show to 

my child how to do it and how to feel good 

with ourselves. 

I learned to approach myself with 

gentleness and kindness and this gives me 

the necessary strength and perspective I 

need, and allows me to approach my child 

and other relatives in the same way. Now I 

feel more inner peace, more strength, 

more acceptance of what my life brings to 

me”.
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Introduction 

Attachment theory as well as practical assumptions of attachment parenting have become 

the theoretical and practical basis of this chapter as both these approaches give special 

importance to the role of a relationship based on respect and awareness of needs. Using the 

approaches as well as my experience of psychological counselling that I offer to parents on a 

daily basis in my practice as a psychologist and psychotherapist, I am going to show here - 

how we can understand this model in the context of building our resilience and how in a 

result we can transfer it to everyday family life.      

Anna Siudut Stajura. 

  

For whom attachment theory may be of a particular interest 

If you are a parent who considers relationships with the child and other family members as 

important, you can benefit greatly from learning about attachment theory and related 

concepts (Attachment Parenting, NVC etc). According to research (Understanding 

Foundation, 2021), the vast majority of parents would declare that family ties are important 

or the most important in their lives. Are you in favour of this opinion?  

1. For parents who sometimes forget to take care of themselves   

Perhaps by taking care of the needs of everyone around you, in the multitude of duties, you 

tend to forget about yourself? This text can show you the perspective of taking care of 

yourself as an activity that gives you strength and more tools to care for others.   

2. For parents who are looking for ways to take care of their own needs  

Perhaps you've been trying to take better care of yourself for some time and even managed 

to find some time finally. However, it may turn out that it is not so easy for you to take a 

rest and regenerate. In this concept, you will find a lot of practical tips and exercises that 

will help you look at many things differently and develop new habits.    
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3. For parents who want to take care of a relationship with the child in order to build a 

safe bond but they’re struggling with difficult childhood experiences themselves 

Maybe sometimes you feel that you are trying to take care of a relationship but you do not 

feel confident so you’re looking for role models and inspiration. Perhaps you’ve read a lot 

and keep wondering how to firmly and gently set requirements and limits to your child in a 

way that is not crossing their own boundaries. Maybe you often do something intuitively but 

somehow the sizes and methods included in this concept will help you build a bond with 

yourself, and when you maw you are not sure if you are doing it right.   

Taking care of yourself and your "inner child" will make it easier for you to build a 

relationship with your real child.  

4. For parents who used to be focused on the needs of their children and have forgotten 

about themselves 

Perhaps you are a parent who has so far "devoted himself to others" and did his best to take 

care of the children. Many women have been taught this approach. We encourage you to 

read the chapter "The standards of caring for yourself", in which the author discusses why 

you may find it difficult to look after your well-being.  

 

What is attachment theory and how does it relate to taking care of the well-

being  

In this chapter and in the additional materials you can read the results of research, 

observations and conclusions of psychologists who focus on attachment theory.  

Humans are social beings and more and more research in various fields of psychology, 

sociology, etc. shows that our relationships are the most important predictors of happiness, 

well-being and mental health. Additionally, in modern psychology it is assumed that the 

relationship that someone has towards themselves translates into their external relations 

(this is emphasised in the attachment psychology, positive psychology, cognitive psychology, 

etc.).  

Numerous therapeutic schools focus on teaching the client a better, more constructive 

approach to themselves, to others and the world. However, it is not always necessary to 

start therapy to develop healthy relationships with others and yourself. You can resources 
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to work with your attachment style or even check your attachment style in the quiz on the 

web page based on cognitive psychology:  www.attachmentproject.com/ or based on 

neuroscience approach: www.sarahpeyton.com/product/the-attachment-and-parenting-

series/ 

In this guide and in the exercise section, you will get numerous tips, reflections and 

exercises that will encourage you to analyse your thoughts, your behaviour and help you to 

start treating yourself and others with greater gentleness, kindness and acceptance.  

In Western culture like e.g. in Europe or the USA there is a strong emphasis on the external 

result, changes for better, the lack of acceptance of status quo, and the role of interpersonal 

relations and the internal attitude towards acceptance is often underestimated.  

However, this is still changing and the new psychology in numerous versions uses 

approaches and methods derived from collectivist cultures in which more emphasis is 

placed on here and now, the present well-being, relationship with oneself and the outer 

world. 

In the materials regarding the attachment theory you will find a description of what a secure 

attachment style is. You will also get practical tips on how to rebuild a secure bond with 

yourself.  

Building a safe, good relationship with oneself brings numerous benefits: it positively affects 

mental well-being, gives greater peace of mind in relationships with others and better use of 

one's resources and competences. However, it is probably the least appreciated 

competence and social patterns existing in western communities often encourage self-

sacrifice, excessive self-exploitation, doing your best or even more.  

 

Benefits of taking care of mental well-being by the parent 

1. Taking care of yourself is important because we model the behaviour and beliefs of our 

children.  

As parents, we often fall into the trap of doing everything for the best of our children and 

placing them at the centre of our world. Nevertheless, please think about the fact that your 

children learn from your behaviour (you are a basic role model for them because they see, 

hear, and experience while being close to you). By taking care of your well-being, you pass 

on good habits and beliefs about what is important in life to your children. Then taking care 

https://www.attachmentproject.com/
https://sarahpeyton.com/product/the-attachment-and-parenting-series/
https://sarahpeyton.com/product/the-attachment-and-parenting-series/
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of themselves becomes something natural for children and they will be happy to do so in 

the future. 

         

 2. How to build up your resources  

When you feel overloaded by duties and challenges, your ways of taking care of yourself 

help to build your resources and persistence: the more attention you pay to yourself, the 

longer your internal batteries may last. In order not to fall into the trap of discharging the 

battery when overloaded and at the same time not to fall completely exhausted, you also 

need to be able to recharge yourself on a regular basis. 

         

 3. How to set boundaries and build relationships in the easier way      

Taking care of yourself builds your contact with yourself - and it becomes the basis for 

recognizing and then setting boundaries for your child. I do not mean any strict rules, but 

rather the ability of recognizing your own needs on an ongoing basis and adequately 

modelling this border.  

An example: when you are tired, you feel the need for comfort but you may predict that 

forbidding your child something will cause a wave of his frustration, and you are not ready 

to support it. Recognizing this need for comfort and tranquillity can also be important in 

setting the boundary. Especially, if you clearly communicate to your child what is behind 

your decision. 

Good contact with yourself will make it easier to build your relationship with the child, 

support him in difficulties, build cooperation in moments of challenges and also accompany 

him in moments of excitement and joy. 

  

What is required to practice 

1. Openness to changes 

By taking these exercises, you will learn curiosity, kindness, leniency and acceptance of 

yourself and things happening inside you. These attitudes can be transformed into an 

attitude of a greater acceptance towards life, children, your partner, etc.  
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So in order to learn to take care of yourself, first of all, you will need openness to changes 

and the process of education. All concepts related to attachment theory emphasise 

gentleness, kindness and acceptance. You can see it in the example below: 

Mini exercise:  

Try to see taking care of yourself from a new perspective: 

● as a new skill that you are just acquiring (because as a parent you have new 

boundary conditions and now it is worth changing your ways of taking care of 

yourself)  

   

● as a new quality that you can implement regardless of the amount of time you really 

have, the number of children or the moment in your life in which you are 

   

● as a useful tool in parenting, sort of “parenting must-have” - which is extremely 

important in this period of our lives 

 

Whatever this new skill is causing (resistance, aversion, conviction that this is "something for 

the weak", it is worth observing ("what’s the matter?") and afterwards deciding if you want 

to give it a try. 

What comes up in your mind when you’re thinking about a new challenge? 

 

2. Persistence and regularity 

The exercises in this section are to encourage you to reflect and change your habitual 

behaviour or way of thinking. Such changes occur slowly, so your persistence is important to 

wait out the time when “nothing changes” and reach the “Oh, I can just see the changes” 

stage. Regular practice is important to achieve results.  

 

3. A companion during changes 

It is worth having company to walk along this path. The exercises in this section will work 

better if you discuss them with someone, perhaps another parent or adult friend of yours. 
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When you feel strong reluctance, high intensity of emotions, the best decision may be to 

postpone the exercise or ask for the support of a therapist. 

Some exercises may require a notebook, but most of them can be done in your mind simply. 
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Part II. Attachment theory and attachment parenting 

The human need for connection 

Connection is a core human need we are born with.  It’s a biological need - from the 

evolutionary point of view being close to the caretaker is the guarantee of survival. In the 

case of mammals, whose children come to the world as dependent beings unable to meet 

their own needs (i. e. keeping warm, getting food and protection), it is the mother’s care 

and her being close to the offspring, which means their survival. 

Thanks to Harlow’s research on monkeys it appeared that the needs that are met by the 

presence of a mother are not only impulses and basic biological needs. It appeared that 

small rhesus are able to prioritise contact with a soft, perfect to hug substitute of mother 

over the need of hunger. Even though the experiments themselves were quite drastic, they 

have opened our eyes to thinking about attachment as a primary need also in the 

psychological field. It is confirmed by the observations made on the children deprived of 

parental care after WWII - a part of them, despite meeting the basic needs such as eating, 

shelter, safe sleep - step by step backed out out of life or died. It was the moment we 

started paying more attention to how much impact a stable relationship with at least one 

parent has on the development (and survival!) of a child. 

 

Matrix of attachment  

Development of the attachment style- its stages, the course and the meaning for the whole 

human life - in the 50s of XXth century was described in detail by John Bowlby (Bowlby J. 

1999)- a British psychiatrist and psychoanalytic. He paid attention to the fact that the first 

experience of a child in the relationship with the primary caretaker becomes for the child 

the ‘prototype’ of relationships in the three most important fields: relationship with a 

second person, relationship with the world and relationship with themselves. In other 

words, in the first period of life (0 to around 3 years old) the child forms the fundamental 

beliefs about:  

 

● how interpersonal relations look like and whether it’s the space in which one 

receives support, security and satisfaction of needs 
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● how the world is: supportive, interesting and safe therefore worth of exploration, or 

rather a place of danger in which one needs to look behind his or her shoulder and 

be careful not to get hurt too much  

 

● who I am and what I am: what are my needs and are they important?; Am I okay in 

relation to the world?; Do I trust myself and my feelings? - can I take them into 

account, or are they endangering me and I’m trying to get rid of them to feel safe? 

 

Therefore, the first experience of a child becomes the prototype of all the later 

relationships. The way the child will be taken care of results in his or her trust in him/herself, 

others and the fundamental assumptions in regards to the world. They depend on the 

quality of the care. If the parent taking care of the child was caring and reacted adequately 

to the signals given by the child, the child’s experience was that the moments of high 

alertness, frustration or pain met with comfort and calm, and his needs were met - which 

eventually brings back the well-being and balance.   

It builds in a child the primary hope that relief is possible, that what they feel (even if it’s 

hard) is safe and that they can always count on others when their well-being is disrupted. In 

the adult life those experience will be evolving to: 

 

- ability of building closeness, based on respect and mutual support relations with other 

people, 

- ability to deal with emotions, stress, excess alertness  

- the belief that I am okay as I am and the world is generally a good place to live, therefore 

after every storm there comes the sun and I can cope with it (on my own or with some help 

from others) 

 

Research on attachment 

The successors of Bowlbie's work, for example researcher Mary Ainsworth, created tools to 

study the quality of bonds, thus showing that the way of parental care can result in different 

styles of attachment in a child: from safe, through anxious-avoiding, to disorganised. Both 

attachment theory and attachment research have a permanent place in contemporary 

counselling for both children and adults, without losing their significance. 
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Research into the importance of attachment is still ongoing, and as we have gained the 

ability to "look into” the human brain through technological advances, we know more and 

more about what neural mechanisms are behind this phenomenon, what neural pathways 

are involved, and what structures play an important role in building relationships with other 

people. 

We also know from these studies that attachment is important for efficiency in many areas 

of life, not only in the social aspect: it will affect our cognitive abilities - learning, our 

"emotional intelligence" and our ability to deal with stress - in this sense it is the foundation 

for all areas of life. 

 

When I continue to write about the phenomenon of attachment, I mean a close, 

supportive relationship based on trust and being attentive to signals (body signals and 

emotional signals) and needs. A relationship that gives a sense of security and at the 

same time allows you to restore inner balance and well-being. 

 

The pattern of this close relationship comes from our childhood experience, but what we 

will focus on is how we create this relationship with ourselves and how we relate to others 

in the present while being parents. 

Secure bond and mental resilience  

When we talk about mental resilience, we mean the ability to adapt positively in the 

moment of experienced difficulties or adversities. 

Positive adaptation means being able to cope with an adversity (contrary to e.g. giving up, 

becoming mentally ill or displaying various dysfunctional behaviours) when various 

external situations are suddenly or chronically stressful: things are happening that we are 

not able to predict , or which we find overwhelming. 

The positive correlation between the phenomenon of mental resilience and the strength of 

bonds has been confirmed scientifically in the meta-analyses and family bonds or partners’ 

support carried out: On one hand internal factors such as emotions or mood regulation and 

on the other hand external factors such as stable relationships are considered features of 
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immunity development. And if we look back, we can find their source in early experiences of 

the attachment styles, the researchers write (Darling Rasmussen P, et all; 2019) 

Therefore, we can think about a secure attachment style in at least two contexts related to 

mental resilience: 

● as a protective force, a buffer that provides safe forms of going through a difficult 

situation for a given person 

● as a source of psychological factors that constitute a person's mental resilience 

 

Our goal will be to build in practice mental resilience by strengthening the bond with 

ourselves and with others, i.e. learning to take care of ourselves and pay  attention to 

signals from the body, to our emotions and needs. 

 

You can read more about the connection between the theory of attachment and mental 

resilience in additional materials. 

 

Exercise: Reflection on taking care of yourself 

Let's start with a little experiment: how do you feel when someone tells you "take care of 

yourself"? What do you think when you hear these words? Do you feel that they support 

you? Or maybe they cause anger and resistance? How do you feel with the person who 

addresses these words to you? 

Please write down here all the thoughts that have come to your mind and then read the 

next part: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Although most often spoken with good intentions, these words can paradoxically evoke an 

avalanche of difficult feelings. 
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Sometimes you hear in this sentence the message "go and do something with yourself 

because you are not doing well ". 

Or you feel completely misunderstood, because the phrase "take care of yourself" comes 

down shortly after you tell someone that your home is a mess, you are overloaded, and the 

children are in another developmental crisis and require new patience from you and you 

already have no strength. And here you have a piece of advice: “Take care of yourself, that 

is, put some more on your overloaded shoulders! Do this and your problems will most likely 

disappear." 

Various thoughts may appear in your head, e.g. 

● I do not have time and/or opportunity to take care of myself, I can barely manage to 

take care of children/partner/home/work 

 

● I have more important things to do, it won't solve my problems 

 

● I have enough tasks already, I will not manage another one 

 

From these authentic thoughts/sentences that appear, you can read both the various beliefs 

that may be present in you, and which are worth taking a careful look at. Of course, there 

are also very important needs behind these thoughts. 

 

Beliefs about taking care of yourself 

Mother's Care Syndrome 

Unfortunately, in our society there is still the syndrome of a MOTHER who will take care of 

everything. These are common social expectations (internalised inward by mothers) that a 

good mother is the one who can put her needs on a shelf and raise the needs of others on a 

pedestal: children, partners, employers, the wider family of the family of origin, etc. 

Mothers' choices are constantly criticised, especially when they order take-out lunch, go to 

the hairdresser regularly, or go back to work instead of “sitting at home with their baby”. It 

is true that the tiny baby is completely dependent on the mother and it is the mother / 

primary caregiver's responsibility to meet these needs. 
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It seems, however, that with the passage of time and the growing independence of children, 

such thinking does not disappear at all. Mothers are still required (or are still required of 

themselves) to be fully available, children and their needs are still put in the first place and 

the mother is to be the one who helps to achieve them. 

 

Time and opportunities to take care of yourself 

When we hear such a sentence from a mother, "I have no time or opportunity" to take care 

of myself, it may be that mothers find it difficult to make their needs as important, prioritise 

them, and allow themselves to meet their own needs. But it could also be that the ways she 

used to take care of herself have just run out. If your way was quiet evenings, quiet baths or 

exotic holidays, then when children show up, it is difficult to take care of your own 

resources in this way. Old strategies cannot be put into practice. 

It is true that parenting requires revising the ways of taking care of yourself and your needs, 

making them more realistic, and changing them to one that suits your new life situation. 

When you are a parent, there are probably also situations in which taking care of yourself 

will be more like pit-stops as in formula 1 races than a quiet visit to the workshop, e.g. a 

holiday without children, a spa or just a long silent bath. 

In this sense, lack of time or opportunity is a reality. Sometimes, however, it limits us to such 

an extent that it does not even occur to us that we could... 

… Spend an afternoon without the kids. 

… Take a moment for yourself. 

... Read a book in peace while the children are still asleep. 

 

Think: 

How did you take care of yourself before kids? 

When, in your opinion, did you last take care of yourself? 
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Taking a rest and solving problems  

"It won't solve my problems, because it’s not their source" - is a thought that comes up very 

often. Indeed, taking care of yourself will not make your child breakfast, bring him home 

from kindergarten, or invent a new educational game for the afternoon. Nevertheless, it can 

make us find that one extra breath in the morning removes stress of going to school and 

work, which will keep us from being unkind to each other. 

The fact that you rest will help you mobilise new resources of ideas and change your 

perception of the situation, so that you will no longer be "tied up" and you will have more 

energy to do something with your children. And when something goes wrong, instead of 

splashing around feeling guilty in the evening, you will put your hand over your heart and 

sympathetically say to yourself: it was a difficult day, you really did your best. You are a 

good parent. 

How could you take care of yourself at this particular moment? 

Taking care of yourself is a skill and a habit. Indeed, there may be (or appear to be) another 

task that is difficult to accommodate. And at the same time, it can be such a small step that 

it is almost imperceptible and at the same time so significant! 

Paradoxically, if you are task-oriented, this kind of thinking can help you: that you have to 

intentionally do a and b to start doing it automatically in a few days, without your 

awareness. Your conscientiousness can be an ally here that will allow you to fully benefit 

from this new habit. 

 

Exercise to recognize your needs 

If you want to deepen your awareness of your needs, your automatic thoughts can also be a 

good path to get to know them. 

1. Go back to the "Reflect on Taking Care of Yourself" exercise, or just list any thoughts 

that come to your mind in response to the "take care of yourself" statement. 

 

2. Then consider what those thoughts say about your needs. Take notes, discuss it with 

someone. 
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Below you will find an example of how you can analyse your thoughts to discover your 

needs. 

 

Example: I don't have time for the new task of taking care of myself 

When you think to yourself I don't have time for the new task of taking care of myself, it 

might be that…..  

● maybe you need simplicity right now and not the change or learning new things  

● maybe you badly need a breath, rest, and relief. Certainly something other than a 

new assignment. 

● maybe you need a space to live? To share your experiences? Would you like to tell 

someone about your overload because you need relief? More than tasks now, do 

you need closeness to another person, a relationship in which you can let go of 

control? 

● or maybe you feel frustrated and limited because you need to have more influence 

on your own goals, plans and the way your life is organised? 

● or maybe it is about sadness, because you want to cry your longing for the time 

spent as before, you miss deciding on the way and organisation of your time? 

● or maybe you need ease in taking care of yourself, simplicity because you are 

overloaded with the number of challenges that you face as a parent? 

● or maybe is it about the fact that it is going on for so long and you experience this 

overload so often that you've lost hope and now you need it? 

As an example of this exercise, you can see that: 

● Everything you feel and think is important! Your resistance can be as important as 

acceptance. 

● If you allow yourself to feel and accept your emotions and thoughts - this is already 

the first important step on the way to more gentleness towards yourself and a better 

relationship with yourself. 

Searching for important unmet needs is an important, but also a NEW skill. One that you can 

practice every day. As you get into practice, you will see how much you can take care of 

yourself even in busy parenting - and how much this can affect your sense of well-being. 

Taking care of yourself can be a new skill that, like any other skill, requires practice and a 

lot of patience. 
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Standards of taking care of yourself  

Our attachment style and the way we have been cared for in the past determines how we 

look after ourselves later. And because parenthood is a life moment full of changes, new 

duties, responsibilities, worries, and therefore stress, it is most often then that this 

(automatic) pattern is strongly revealed and it sometimes makes life difficult for us. How 

you are looked after will affect how much time and attention you can devote to yourself or 

how you deal with frustration and unmet needs (which is part of the parenting experience). 

In this case, it is important whether our needs are met with a loving response from our 

parents, whether they were taken into account and met. 

The way of upbringing in the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s (these are the generations of current 

parents) was not oriented towards the child and his needs, but rather towards meeting 

social expectations: as a child, student, friend, grandson, etc. It was rather restrictive 

parenthood, built on rigid rules, often ignoring individual boundaries, needs and autonomy. 

Being polite was more important than being at peace with yourself, being in balance, being 

in mental well-being. Perhaps you have learned to adopt these external standards and are 

trying to live up to them, leaving discomfort unattended, learning to swallow anger, to 

negate our well-being and emotions. 

That's why taking care of yourself can be a challenge! Perhaps this is the opposite of how we 

have operated all our lives. Therefore, when someone talks about taking care of yourself, 

you may see absurdity, you may feel mixed feelings or helplessness. You can feel this 

especially when you have been raised in a "traditional" way. 

● Your emotions are important - It may conflict with previous experience if you have 

heard that anger is inelegant or have been ridiculed and embarrassed at moments of 

emotional experience. 

● You are important, parent - It may contradict the statements you have heard before 

that it is important for others to do well with you, to do your job well, to get grades, 

to be polite, not to cause trouble, etc. 

● Be good to yourself - It may be contrary to your parent, who constantly held 

accounts, criticised, demanded, looked at his hands, waited, and at the same time 

did not see you: your experiences, difficulties or struggles And yet it is obvious that 

you internalise this parent's voice! You address yourself internally quite like your 
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parents did. Of course, this is a considerable simplification and not the only way in 

which our internal narrative is shaped, but only an example of this phenomenon. 

● Your needs matter - It may conflict with you if you've been taught to ignore your 

needs because it was more convenient; if you have been taught how to, above all, 

meet the expectations of others or meet the tasks entrusted to you; if you've been 

taught to forget yourself. 

 

So, if your body reacts against the idea of taking care of yourself - check if that's not what it 

is about? 

Maybe this is a good time for you to choose a different way for you, your children and your 

family? 
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Exercises and recommendations resulting from 
attachment theory - New habits of taking care of 
yourself 

 

In the practice part you will find recommendations, tips and a number of exercises to 

support you in implementing new habits. These are suggestions for a different way of 

thinking, behaving or implementing regular practice. 

1. The habit of self-observation of your body 

Thanks to this habit, you will develop awareness and intuition about what is good for you 

and what is not. This is a very important habit, because good habits in this regard can save 

you from psychosomatic diseases, job or parental burnout and stress overload. 

2. The habit of opening the door to emotions 

More and more studies and recommendations of psychologists indicate that displacement 

and denial of bad emotions causes numerous disorders, diseases and chronic tensions. It is 

also not good to be carried away by anger or overwhelmed by fear, shame or sadness. 

However, you can make friends with them. 

3. The habit of taking yourself into account  

This can be a difficult habit for many for cultural reasons. It is worth testing whether asking 

yourself questions inward and looking for answers can give a new, better quality to your 

parenthood and life. 

 

Sample exercise 1: what can you do for yourself now? 

"Put earplugs in or listen to your favourite music on your headphones," I sometimes say to 

parents who barely flinch when their children have attacks of hysteria. They experience 

rage, which makes it difficult for them to support the child, but what's worse, they start to 

experience themselves as a bad parent (because what kind of parent is this that gets so mad 
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when they SHOULD be patient and supportive and be for the child?). My proposal is 

objectionable, because it is inelegant, rude, and unsupportive. Are you sure? 

Parents in attacks of hysteria of children are most often overburdened, they are in a "fight 

or flight" experience because their brain is on the verge of an explosion due to overload. 

This is the moment when they are struggling to survive without access to most of their 

resources. 

Earplugs or headphones are a strategy to take care of yourself, cut off excess stimuli, and 

soothe excess arousal. Such a decision means a willingness to take care of myself: I feel hard 

/ extremely difficult for me, I need to cut myself off and at the same time not leave the child 

who needs me or explode to discharge me. I also have the right to experience this situation 

and also need support, so I can take into account myself and provide this support. 

There are many similar solutions: a gym ball when we no longer have the strength to carry a 

child, support for the back when we hug a crying child, focus on our own breathing and 

purring that soothes the nervous system. 

The better you take care of yourself, the more resources you will have to support your 

child in any situation. 

By directing your attention to yourself at the moment - regardless of whether you are 

experiencing mega difficulties or mega boredom or if it is ok - you can right here and now, 

for example: 

● change the body position to a more comfortable one 

● take your favourite music or audiobook with you to clean or for a walk with your 

baby 

● take some conscious breaths and see how your body is changing 

● propose other game, e.g. jumping and dancing instead of driving cars (due to your 

need to move) 

● take a 2 minute break 

Therefore check now and on every step: 

● What can you do for yourself in this particular situation? 

You have the right to take something for yourself. You even have an obligation to do so, 

because the child will not do it at the moment. You have the right to choose ease when you 

feel tired. You have the right to decide that you leave the playground because you have a 
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headache. Pick up your child later from school because you need a moment for yourself - so 

you will welcome them with better energy. 

If your baby's needs are most important to you, look at caring for yourself from this 

perspective. Children need parents who: 

1. have self-respect, can take care of themselves, 

2. have their passions, their world and values, because through modelling they learn 

that they have the right to their life, 

3. will show them what it means in practice to take care of themselves and that not 

only does it not hurt others, but also frees them from responsibility for the comfort 

of the other person! 

 

4. The habit of being compassionate for yourself 

Leniency and kindness to oneself is contrary to perfectionism, high expectations, the pursuit 

of the best result. And yet this gentleness can give a better quality of life and, paradoxically, 

in the long run, it can be much better than excessive pressure. 

Example exercise 2: Practising Self-Compassion 

Kristin Neff, an American professor and practitioner of Self-Compassion, found that there 

are three important components of giving yourself understanding. 

1. Mindfulness - allowing the experience to be what it is without trying to change it 

(reducing it, ignoring it, etc.), accepting this experience with openness - which is 

especially important when difficult emotions, fear, anger etc. are involved. 

2. "Humanity" or "human" dimension of experience - seeing it as part of a life in which 

difficulties are the natural course of things and in which we do not have to remain 

alone if we recognize its universality; 

3. Being kind to yourself - treating yourself the way we treat a friend in trouble, leaving 

criticism and judgement aside, showing concern, interest and understanding. 

It is worth experiencing this quality for yourself in the form of practice, which I hereby invite 

you to. 
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Kindness practice: 

Step 1. Non-judgmental attention 

See a situation where you will experience trouble and suffering. The moment when you can 

say to yourself and about yourself: this is the difficult moment, look for your own words / 

language, narration: 

● it's really hard 

● this is when I struggle 

Or just name the situation without judging - this is a difficult moment. 

Step 2. The human dimension of experience. 

Think or say aloud as you find your own language again: 

● this hardship is a part of life 

● moments like these are a part of our being human 

● suffering is inherent in our lives 

● it's normal and natural to feel this way 

● many people / other parents go through similar experience (maybe they feel it 

differently, with a different intensity, but they also experience suffering) 

Step 3. Be kind to yourself. 

This is the moment to turn to yourself with compassion and  understanding. You can put 

your hand over your heart or in a place where you feel pressure, tension, or any other 

unpleasant sensations. Feel the warmth of your hand, a gentle touch. Allow yourself to feel 

the tenderness and care present under your fingers. Say to yourself, seeking understanding 

in these words, as if you were addressing your best friend or your own child who are 

experiencing difficulties and are sharing this moment with you ...: 

● I am here for you 

● everything is going to be alright 

● I care about you 

● you are important 

● sweetheart, I’m sorry you are going through this 
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You can try this experience directly led by Kristin Neff - 

www.insighttimer.com/kristinneff/guided-meditations/self-compassion-break-cleaned-

audio 

 

 

5. The habit of gratefulness  

Acknowledgment and gratitude is widespread in Eastern culture, but usually people thank 

someone rather than themselves. Check what results will you get when you start to 

appreciate your efforts, your efforts? 

 

6. The habit of asking for help 

It is much easier to raise a child when you can count on someone, get a piece of advice or 

just complain or exchange experiences. 

 

  

http://www.insighttimer.com/kristinneff/guided-meditations/self-compassion-break-cleaned-audio
http://www.insighttimer.com/kristinneff/guided-meditations/self-compassion-break-cleaned-audio
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